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Episode 1

SAINT PETERSBURG VS BAKOU
Showdown in Caucasus
FOR ITS 60TH ANNIVERSARY IN 2020, THE EUROPEAN FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP WILL TAKE PLACE IN SOME OF THE MOST LEGENDARY
STADIUMS IN ALL OF EUROPE. DISCOVER THE CHALLENGES OF BUILDING
THESE MEGASTRUCTURES THAT WILL HOST HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF
SPECTATORS, THEIR ENTHUSIASM, AND THEIR SONGS FOR THIS HISTORIC
AND PRESTIGIOUS COMPETITION.

SUMMARY

The European Football Championship celebrates its 60th anniversary in 2020.
This championship is full of historical moments in time. To celebrate this event,
the organizers had to think big to exceed expectations and to offer hundreds of
millions of spectators a spectacular competition.
For the first time since the creation of the Euro, there will be no «organizing
country». The matches will take place in all corners of Europe in legendary
stadiums and engineering wonders. These modern temples were designed to thrill
an audience. The architects demonstrated inventiveness, genius, and boldness to
build stadiums capable of hosting the biggest matches in the legendary and
unifying sport of football.

An arch of 315 meters long, a retractable roof, a facade composed of thousands
of illuminating panels, a removable field: the architects did not shrink in face of
any challenge.
From Wembley in England to Baku in Azerbaijan via Bilbao, Munich, Budapest,
and St. Petersburg, you will travel throughout Europe and trace the history of
these places full of emotions and memories, to understand the scientific stakes
involved in the construction of these architectural feats, the Megastadiums of
Euro 2020.
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KRESTOVKY STADIUM St. Petersburg, Russia
The former imperial capital of Russia, Saint Petersburg is considered to be
one of the most beautiful cities in Europe. Its unique architecture and canals
have earned it the nickname “Venice of the Baltic” as well as an inscription on
the UNESCO World Heritage List. For this exceptional city, an extraordinary
stadium was needed, a UFO from another galaxy. The “spaceship” as the
Krestovsky stadium was nicknamed, landed on the banks of the Gulf of Finland,
just west of the city. Subjected to snow and cold, this stadium (69,500 seats) is
one of the most northern megastadiums on the planet.
A FLOATING ROOF
To build such a beast, the challenges were daunting. The enclosure is 79 meters
high, consisting of seven stories. The biggest challenge was to ensure that the
roof appeared to float above the structure. To achieve this, Metrostroy, the
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master of the shipyard, had to rely on techniques from the navy. The roof that
weighs 23,000 tons and measures 71,000 square meters is in fact supported
by 40 cables stretched to 56 porticoes and eight columns that point to the
sky as poles. It is these tapered and imposing columns that give the structure
its futuristic appearance. Each cable consists of an assembly of 72 to 110 steel
wires that are 30 to 40 meters long. The system of balance between the cables
and the columns guarantees stability and solidity of the entire structure, even
when heavy snows fall on the roof and the wind blows violently. The sometimes
extreme weather conditions in the region add another layer of difficulty to the
realization of such a project.
A RETRACTABLE ROOF
In order to meet the requirements of international football authorities, two
requirements had to be met: the structure must allow natural light to enter the
stadium for the sake of the turf and the spectators must be comfortable, even
when temperatures are well below freezing. To achieve this, the architects opted
for a retractable roof, consisting of 12 huge modules that open and close within
15 minutes, even in winter. To ensure that snow does not block the closure, the
roof is equipped with a membrane that inflates with hot air and melts the snow.
The Saint Petersburg stadium is one of the few stadiums in the world with a
completely retractable roof – certainly the only one in these northern latitudes.
The roof allows the stadium to function throughout the year as a sports arena, a
concert hall, or an exhibition. Regardless of the weather, the temperature inside
the 5-million m3 chamber never drops below 7°C.
NUMBER OF SEATS

BAKU OLYMPIC STADIUM Baku, Azerbaijan
As the former industrial center of the Soviet Union, the capital of Azerbaijan
has also maintained traces of a much older history: ramparts, several minarets,
the Palace of the Shirvanshahs, and, above all, the centuries-old stone Maiden
Tower, a mythical tower and the object of legends. Classiﬁed as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site and built in the 12th century, the tower is the symbol of
the city. Located on the shores of Lake Boyukshor, the Baku Olympic Stadium
replicates the tower’s well-identiﬁable 60-meter sections. This stadium was
also built to defy foreseeable earthquakes as it’s been established in a wellknown seismic region.
OIL, EARTHQUAKES, AND STRONG WIND
This multi-sport stadium, financed by SOCAR, the Azeri oil company, is built
on a former oil exploitation site that had to first be remediated. Erected at the
edge of a lake, just at sea level, the work is anchored in loose soil. The system
combines foundations on stilts and a more conventional concrete slab, which is
more typically found in tall buildings than in stadiums.
The Baku Stadium is also located in a seismic region subject to high winds. Two
layers of ETFC panels, the alternative to glass already used by the Allianz Arena
in Munich, were installed on the facade and roof and were reinforced by steel
cables. An automatic beam and column verification system was put in place for
the structure to withstand a strong earthquake.
DESIGN AND ERECT THE STADIUM SIMULTANEOUSLY
Despite delicate geological and climatic conditions, the Baku Olympic Stadium
was completed within an astonishing 24 months, just in time for the European
Games in 2015.

69,500
INAUGURATION

2016
COST

620M EUROS
PARTICULARS

NUMBER OF SEATS

RETRACTABLE ROOF AND LAWN

68,700
INAUGURATION

2015
COST

500M EUROS
PARTICULARS

A PERFECT CYLINDRIC SHAPE

A REMOVABLE GROUND
To allow for fresh turf year round and to be able to turn the football field into a
concert hall, the field has been engineered to be entirely removable. The lawn
is essentially mounted onto a metal structure capable of rolling on a bridge
consisting of 396 wheels. Engines are then activated to move the 1500 ton
behemoth.
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STADIO OLIMPICO Rome, Italy

Episode 2

Within the heart of the supporters, we immerse ourselves into the Stadio
Olimpico, home to the biggest clashes of rival clubs in the Italian capital. At the
centre of the Tevere tribune, dating back to the original stadium, we discover
the secrets of the renovation and the continuous stands of this atypical venue.
An architecture that lets us share the supporters’ passion for the game.

BILBAO VS ROME
The latin clans
NUMBER OF SEATS

53,500
INAUGURATION

SCHEDULED FOR FALL 2014
COST

186M EUROS
PARTICULARS

MAXIMALLY SLOPED TERRACES

Home to the must-see Rome-Lazio derbies, the Stadio Olimpico has become
legendary from day one. Since its inauguration, it has received important
renovations between 1987 and 1989 in order to be able to host the 1990 World
Cup final. Amongst the main works, the rebuilding of the roof counts as the most
important. Supported by 12 concrete pillars and a crown of girders, a teflon
membrane now hovers 45 metres above the pitch.
Of the original stadium, the Tevere tribune is the only one to have survived
the various renovations. And although the stadium holds over 72,000 seats, it
remarkably has continuous stands. This disposition – usually used in stadiums of
smaller capacity - upholds the spirit of this popular and mythical venue!
NUMBER OF SEATS

72,000
INAUGURATION

1953
COST

109M EUROS
PARTICULARS

CONTINUOUS STANDS

SAN MAMÉS STADIUM Bilbao, Spain
In the north of Spain, Bilbao, the largest city in the Spanish Basque Country, houses
not only the Guggenheim Museum, but also many Gothic cathedrals. Recently a new
and more pagan cathedral has since been established, a place of worship dedicated
to the pilgrims of football. Located in the newer part of the city, the San Mamés
stadium dominates the Nervion River with its red and white colors.
On match nights, red and white, the colors of the Bilbao club, are omnipresent…
on the giant screen and the ETFC facade - the glass alternative also used in
Munich - inside the stadium, and even on the toilets and seats.
Constructed in exactly the same place as the old San Memés stadium, the location
already had the reputation of a “pressure cooker,” in which the hearts and cries of
the players and spectators beat in unison.
As in the old stadium, one has the feeling that the spectators are just above the
players, that they could almost jump on them. The bleachers are arranged to
increase the «pressure» on the players.
Rain is persistent in the Basque Country. Therefore, the white and steel ETFC roof
was extended in 2016-2017. The roof lets natural light pass, but interior lighting
compensates for the roof extension to ensure a good quality turf.
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THE ARENA NATIONALA Bucharest, Romania

Episode 3

Romanian engineers have had to deal with both technical and ﬁnancial
complications in their eﬀort to turn the old national stadium of Bucharest into
a true olympic stadium. The retractable roof and the ancient coliseum shape is
the fruit of the builders’ and architects’ wise and impressively simple decisions!

BUDAPEST VS BUCHAREST
The temples of titans
NUMBER OF SEATS

67,000
INAUGURATION

SCHEDULED FOR FALL 2019
COST

146M EUROS
PARTICULARS

CONSTRUCTED IN THE IDENTICAL
SPOT AS THE OLD MYTHICAL
FERENC PUSKÁS STADIUM

Built in 1953 as an open stadium with a maximal capacity of 60,000 spectators,
a number of renovations have made it possible to transform this place into an
olympic stadium, capable of hosting all types of events due to its retractable roof.
An ingenious system, similar to the mechanism of a bike wheel, has intelligently
been elaborated by the engineers to handle the canopy. Like a spider web, an
immense waterproof membrane extend and retracts over the stadium. This will
prove itself both a financially sound and technically smart system that can quickly
cover the venue.
The modern roof creates an unlikely mix with the rest of the stadium, with its
resemblance to an ancient roman arena. By the way protected from earthquakes,
this minimalistic structure is outfitted with an anti-seismic system!

NUMBER OF SEATS

60,000
INAUGURATION

1953
COST

234M EUROS
PARTICULARS

ANCIENT ARCHITECTURE AND
RETRACTABLE ROOF

FERENC PUSKÁS STADIUM Budapest, Hungary
The stadium in Budapest, Hungary is planned to be fully constructed in time for
Euro 2020 and will remain as a legacy. The inauguration is scheduled to take place
in the autumn of 2019, just in time to host four European Championship matches.
Situated on the edge of the Danube, the river that splits the city in half, lies one
of the most beautiful cities in all of Europe. The wide range of architectural styles
from ancient to modern lends a certain grandeur to Budapest. In football, too,
the city plans to defend a beautiful legacy: that of the gold team which, in the
late 1940s and early 1950s, made the English tremble. Considered one of the best
players of all time, the striker of the Puskás Ferenc team even bequeathed his
name to the stadium. Built in 1953 during the golden age of Hungarian football,
the stadium – then obsolete – was demolished in 2017. Built in exactly the same
place, the new stadium is a direct tribute to the old stadium. The main entrance to
the old stadium was preserved and will become a sports museum. Regrettably, the
old stairwell that was so representative of the old stadium will not be preserved,
although the concrete will be recycled and reused in the new stadium.
The original stadium was completely open, but the modern one will have a perfectly
flat roof to cover all of the stands.
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HAMPDEN PARK Glasgow, Scotland

Episode 4

Built more than 115 years ago, the Hampden Park is without question the most
mythical of this series. Both the precursor for numerous innovations and holder
of many records, this legendary football stadium is the keeper of many secrets...

DUBLIN VS GLASGOW
The anglo-saxon fever
NUMBER OF SEATS

50,000
INAUGURATION

2010
COST

410M EUROS
PARTICULARS

LOCATION IN THE CITY

Inaugurated in 1903, this building is the home to many strong performances,
and has become famous, notably for the incredible atmosphere on the stands.
An atmosphere that is amongst other things also due to its capacity, which until
1950 was the greatest in the world.
In 1937, Hampden Park breaks all world records by hosting 149,415 spectators for
a game between Scotland and England. Also in the list of outstanding moments
at Hampden Park, the 1960 Champions League final between Real Madrid and
l’Eintracht Frankfort took place before 130,000 fans, and marked the history of
football as well as the stadium.
But beyond these legendary games, different renovations and annexes have
shown themselves to be exemplary in terms of innovation and construction.
Several times, the stadium was a forerunner in different domains: the first pressspecific stand in 1906 and the installation of loud speakers in 1920 are just a few
of these...

The Aviva Stadium Dublin, Ireland
The Aviva Stadium in Dublin bears witness to the creative ingenuity of Populous Hok
and Scott Tallon Walker, two architectural ﬁrms who dared to get into this heavy
adventure. They achieved what seamt to be an impossible challenge: to replace the old
stadium of Dublin with a venue capable of holding twice as many spectators without
adding as much as one square meter to its footprint!

The important renovation works initiated in 1990 represent the last episode in
the stadium’s history: the stands have been completely modified in order to offer
more comfort and higher security to the spectators. All of the stands were hereby
covered, and the remaining standing sections were converted to seated sections,
bringing the capacity of the venue to de 52,000.

NUMBER OF SEATS

52,000
INAUGURATION

A football stadium in Dublin, capital of rugby? The project submitted to the architectural
firms Populous Hok and Scott Tallon Walker was to build a new stadium in order to replace
the existing one. A sizeable challenge as the architects were tasked to build a place that
could hold 50,000 seats, on the same spot as its predecessor that only had the capacity
for 23,000! Moreover, its location in the middle of the city drove the architects to devise a
perfectly soundproof infrastructure, shielding the neighbouring buildings from the noise
of the festive crowds.

1903
COST

66M EUROS
PARTICULARS

HISTORY AND RECORDS

Surrounded by residential areas and the railroad, even the construction site had to
be craftily conceived to use the constrained space as well as possible. It was indeed a
monumental endeavour for the builders to develop a design and construction method
that would manage to reduce the building requirements significantly.
As a result, the stadium is designed with the neighbouring housing in mind, with its half
transparent shingles reflecting the colour of the sky, and its curvy form. It calls to mind the
downtown skyscrapers and their surface that reflects the daylight.
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Episode 5

LONDON VS MUNICH
the outrageous cities!
NUMBER OF SEATS

SIGNS OF AN OVERACHIEVER
To replace this lofty structure not only for the sport but for the national psyche, the
stadium was designed to match the excesses of football: a high-tech arena twice as large
and three times as expensive as the National Stadium of France. It be-came the largest
football stadium in the world to have covered seats, as well as the second largest stadium
in Europe.
The oval steel and glass structure emphasizes transparency and clarity thanks to the
minimalist frame of the building and elements of the glass facade. In contrast, the heavily
inclined stands and red seats maintained a more rustic appearance, faithful to the popular
image of football.

90,000
INAUGURATION

2007
COST

1,2B EUROS
PARTICULARS

THE STEEL ARCH / THE LONGEST
SINGLE ROOF STRUCTURE IN THE
WORLD

WEMBLEY STADIUM London, England
Wembley Stadium will host two semi-ﬁnals and the ﬁnal. The two twin towers,
which frame the entrance to the ancient and mythical Wembley Stadium, are a
symbol for England.
Built to host the Imperial Exhibition of 1923, Wembley became the Mecca of
British football. But, despite protests from the fans, the stadium, which had
become too old, was demolished in 2003.
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THE GRAND ARCH
The greatest feature of Wembley Stadium is its spectacular arch. Visible from a large part
of London, this twisted white steel arch is the city’s new trademark, like the Twin Towers
before. The arch is so high (133 meters above the ground) that signal lights have been
installed on it to prevent planes from striking it. Because of the arch, there are no pillars
inside the stadium to block visibility for the spectators. Transparency remains a prominent
feature. Measuring 315 meters, the arch is the longest single-piece structure to serve as the
roof of a building. The arch was actually built in sections 21 meters in length and weighing
100 tons. Transported in sections, the arch was then assembled on the spot and tilted over
the stadium with tension jacks. The vertical arch, with a span of 7.4 meters in diameter, was
ultimately fixed and maintained in position via cables attached to the main structure. In all,
the manufacturing and installation of the arch took over two years to finish (2003-2005).
THE PARTIALLY RETRACTABLE ROOF
The arch plays not only a symbolic role: it supports the entire northern section of the roof
and 60% of the southern section, or 5000 tons of structure. The arch is directly connected
to the northern section, while the southern, eastern, and western sections are equipped
with retractable panels that allow natural light to fall directly on the bleachers on fine
weather days. Because the roof is only partially retractable, the turf is always exposed to
natural light.
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ALLIANZ ARENA Munich, Germany
Nicknamed the ‘dinghy’, the Allianz Arena is an integral part of the identity and
the history of Munich. The stadium emanates the ire of its fans throughout the
city with its incredible coloured facade. The secret behind this is an innovating
new material functioning as an alternative to glass: EFTE.
The quarter-final and Euro 2020 group matches will be held at the Allianz Arena
in Munich, in southern Germany.
The megastadium was first thought to serve as an enormous sports facility and
was originally designed only for football. With an emeritus club like Bayern
Munich, a regular champion of Europe, the city has football in its genes.
NUMBER OF SEATS

71,000
INAUGURATION

2005
COST

346M EUROS
PARTICULARS

REVOLUTIONARY MATERIAL
THAT ILLUMINATES THE STADIUM
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THE TRICOLOR FACADE
The stadium was erected on a great open space that allows spectators to
converge towards the entrance of the building in a large procession.
The illuminated facade of the Allianz Arena allows the festive spirit of football to
be shared with a large number of Munich inhabitants. On game nights, the façade
of the Allianz Arena displays white for international matches, red when Bayern
Munich plays, and blue when TSV 1860, another local club, enters the arena.
Often nicknamed « the rubber dinghy » the Allianz Arena appears to be floating
on the horizon, separating Munich Airport from the city center.
THE SECRETS OF AN AMAZING MATERIAL
The stadium surface consists of an assembly of 2874 large diamond-shaped
panels. Independently, each has the ability to illuminate in white, red or light blue.
The color of each panel is controlled by a computer, which illuminates the entire
structure in monochrome or more complex patterns. The panels are pierced with
small holes that let the LED bulbs from within shine through. Finally, these panels
also allow sunlight to shine into the stadium, permitting the turf to develop in
natural light.
The recipe for such properties? ETFE or ethylene tetrafluoroethylene, a semicrystalline material used as an alternative to glass was developed in the 1940s
and has been marketed since the ‘70s as a revolutionary material that is lighter
and cheaper than glass. Above all, it is thermoplastic, so the material can be
easily softened and shaped by heating and hardened by cooling.
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PARKEN Copenhagen, Denmark

Episode 6

AMSTERDAM VS COPENHAGEN
the trade-off between innovation and durability
AMSTERDAM ARENA Amsterdam, the Netherlands
From expanding the space between the stands to changing the exterior to an
illuminated casing, the impressive renovation of the Amsterdam ArenA is an
exciting occasion to discover innovating materials and future technologies!
Inaugurated in 1996, the Amsterdam ArenA has a capacity of more than 50,000
spectators. It has been renamed after the legendary Johan Cruyff, who passed
away in March 2016. A number of renovation projects were initiated in June 2017
increase the size of the stadium by 2,800m2 in preparation for the Euro 2020.
Though the scale and extent of these works is considerable, they are not destined
to increase the capacity of the stadium, but rather the comfort and the quality of
the services proposed to the audience. More space between the tribunes and a
wider array of facilities offered to the visitors... These renovations will completely
change the exterior appearance of the stadium, evolving it from a concave to a
convex shape.

In this eclectic compound, it isn’t rare to meet workers and athletes! Rebuilt
in 1990, Parken stadium is an example of the perfect architectural layout for
integrating a stadium into an urban environment. As we delve into this unusual
place, the prowess and inventiveness of the architect C.F. Møller comes to light
in every corner.
In 1990, the Ballpark stadium of Copenhagen was demolished in order to be
rebuilt and expanded so as to be able to host 42,000 spectators for sporting
events and concerts.
With the exception of one long-side of the stands, now at the end of this new
stadium called ‘Parken’, all of the pre-existing stadium was demolished. But in the
hidden recesses of Parken, amazing discoveries await.
Though many European stadiums have to imagine their design so as to fit in in
an urban environment and respecting the neighbouring quietude, the Ballpark
has in the contrary been designed to be the home of some of that urban activity!
Office spaces have been integrated into the corners of the stadium. These offices
even have large windows overlooking the pitch!
In 2006 and 2007, the architect C.F. Møller submitted plans to build an additional
wing that could hold 8,600 additional seats, two extra corners for office spaces,
and new facilities for the media and the athletes. Also in the meantime, there
have also been recondition done on the retractable roof.

State of the art technologies and materials are at the forefront of this renovation.
LED lights, solar panels and a rain collecting system are on the project list to
improve its durability and the energy efficiency of the venue.

NUMBER OF SEATS

42,000
INAUGURATION

1990
COST

NUMBER OF SEATS

50,000

85M EUROS

INAUGURATION

PARTICULARS

ENGLISH-STYLE STANDS AND
OFFICES IN THE CORNERS OF
THE STADIUM

1996
COST

140M EUROS
PARTICULARS

BUILT FOR DURABILITY
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The director

NOTE OF INTENTION
Thierry Fessard
Each epoch has its great architectural endeavours...
The technical prowess, the courage and human ingenuity necessary in order to
erect a mega stadium recalls the great works of the ages such as the Egyptian
cathedrals end the European cathedrals. Witnesses of a time, a culture, yet also
instigators of progress and innovation, these massive projects fascinate me
profoundly.
My earlier documentary on the subject, ‘Mega stadium, le tour de France’ was in
a way in its way revealing. Working out the nooks and crannies of these hugely
popular arenas, symbols of joy and festivity, was a project I immediately invested
myself into.
In the film ‘Mega stadium, le tour de France’, we came to understand the full
span of diversity and riches of the different French stadiums within the incredible
complexity of these buildings. Each conceived, designed, built and renovated
according to their geographical location, their place in the city, and the time at
which it was built. Each stadium offers the key to understand another, to finally
offer a global comprehension of these great architectural projects.
Driven to deep further into this subject, I saw the Euro 2020 as the perfect
opportunity to prolong this adventure and scale it up to an European level. Given
our experience on ‘Mega stadium, le tour de France’, Thibaut Martin and I have
decided engage the challenging task of creating this 75’ feature on 6 stadiums,
selected to host the Euro 2020, and a documentary series on the 12 Euro stadiums.

FILMING THE STADIUMS: A DOUBLE CINEMATIC CHALLENGE
Managing to show and share the magnitude of these places is a double challenge
for the camera: it means that we need to film at an incredible large scale
(megastructure, urban plan around the structure) and to show what is invisible
to the naked eye (foundations, hidden materials, etc...).
Several technical means will allow us to deal with the scale of these shots in
macro and micro.
A lot of drone shots are planned in order to obtain these arial shots and large
pans, thus giving an impression of the structures in their entirety. They will give
us a sense of scale, and see how they fit in their city such as for example Bilbao
or Dublin, or give us an appreciation for curious architectures such as in Saint
Petersburg and Bakou.
In a completely different scale, much narrower shots will also be necessary so as
to reveal the design and material secrets like in the construction site of Budapest.
In order to achieve this in a rigorous, clear and precise way, our teamwork with
the infographists is essential. Special effects and 3D models will be an essential
asset to reveal the invisible secrets of these gargantuan structures.
A DEMANDING AND ENTERTAINING SERIES
Fielding a strong scientific ambition, ‘Megastadium, a tour of Europe’ is also a fun,
accessible and entertaining show. With the subject centred on the venues and the
buildings, the diversity shown in different guests, and speakers, the editing and
the action movie like special effects that we will employ in the post production,
we aim to create a paced and dynamic series that will keep the audience in
suspense and excitement.
Last but not least, our choices in colour grading, usage of filters and soundtracks
of each episode will immerse the spectator into the atmosphere of each visited
country.

ELITE PROFESSIONAL SPEAKERS
An architect specialised in olympical stadiums and a sports reporter will be the
red line of our series. They will bring their unique vision on each venue to their
analysis and comparison of them. Finally, a member of the UEFA will shed light
on the selection process in choosing the stadiums for the Euro 2020. Filmed with
a dark backdrop, it is foremost the expertise of these guests that we wish to put
forward in these series.
Stadium managers, architects, builders and old players will all appear in the
series according to which subjects are brought for each venue. These interviews
will take place behind closed doors within the compound of the stadium (on the
pitch, on the stands, on the roof, on the bare foundation), with narrow shots in
order to create a sense of proximity with the speakers.
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